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%#�DECLARATION�OF�CONFORMITY
We, Mad Professor Amplifi cation Ltd, Kauppakuja 2, 14200 Turenki Finland, declare under our sole 
responsibility that this MAD PROFESSOR Old School 21RT guitar amplifi er to which this declaration pertains 
to is in conformity with the following harmonized standards:

*EN 50081-1 (1991)  Electromagnetic compatibility. General emission standard.
 Part 1: residential, commercial and light industry;

*EN 50082-1 (1991)  Electromagnetic compatibility. General immunity standard.
 Part 1: residential, domestic and light industrial environment;

*EN 60065-1 (1993)  Household electric apparatus. 
 Part 7: heating under normal operating conditions;

*EN 60335-1 (1988)  Safety of household and similar electrical appliances. 
 Part 1: general requirements.

Following the provision of Council Directive 98/336/EEC on the approximation of the laws of the Members 
States relating to electromagnetic compatibility and the provisions of Council Directive 73/23/EEC on the  
approximation of the laws of the Members States relating to low voltage and electrical safety.

Turenki, Finland, 2 July 2010

Harri Koski

power tube. If tube failure is not the cause, the amp 
should be taken to a qualifi ed service center for 
repair. Replace broken fuse only with the same type – 
slow blow T0.4A
18.  Speaker outputs: connect a speaker/cabinet  
to the output that matches the speaker/cabinet  
impedance. Always match the amplifi er’s speaker  
output impedance to the impedance of the speaker 
that is being used. Use only one type impedance 
output at a time. Use only high quality speaker cables, 
never use guitar cable as a speaker cable!
�����&OOTSWITCH�INPUT� connect the foot switch cable 
here to be able to turn Reverb and Tremolo effects on 
and off via the foot switch. If there is nothing plugged 
in the Footswitch input, both the Reverb and Tremolo 
effects are active (but can be turned off by turning 
down the Reverb knob and Tremolo Depth knob).

SPECIFICATIONS:
s� 0REAMP�TUBES����X�%##�����!8��
s��0OWERAMP�TUBES���X��6�
s��/UTPUT�POWER����7ATTS
s��0OWER�CONSUMPTION�-AX�����6!
s��#OMBO�3PEAKER���v���OHMS
s��$IMENSIONS��7
$
(	�
� �#OMBO����X����X������CM�����v�X������v�X���v��
� �(EAD����X����X������CM�����v�X������v�X���v
s��7EIGHT�
 - Combo 20 kg / 44 lbs 
 - Head 13,5 kg / 30 lbs

Specifi cations are subject to change without notice!



Do not try to open the amplifier chassis – there are 
no serviceable parts. Only a qualified service techni-
cian should remove the chassis.

Do not expose the amplifier to rain, moisture, or 
any kind of liquids. Never use the amplifier in wet or 
damp conditions.

TUBES ARE HOT. DO NOT TOUCH DURING  
OR SHORTLY AFTER OPERATION.

Plug the amp only to correct AC voltage, the voltage 
CAN�BE�CHANGED�TO���������OR��������6�FROM�THE�
back panel of the amp. The fuses must be changed 
to correct rating if voltage is changed.

The fuses should be replaced only with identical rat-
ings and only when the power cord has been discon-
nected from its power source.

.EVER�PLUG�THE�AMP�INTO�AN�UNGROUNDED�OUTLET�

Tube replacement and amp biasing can be done 
ONLY by a qualified service technician.

WARNING! – IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
WARNING! – THIS APPARATUS MUST BE EARTHED/GROUNDED!

PLEASE read this instruction manual carefully before switching on.

6ACUUM�TUBE�AMPLIlERS�GENERATE�HEAT��%NSURE�PROPER�
ventilation. Keep away from curtains or any flam-
mable objects. $O�NOT�BLOCK�VENTILATION�

This guitar amplifier can produce high volume levels. 
Exposure to high volume levels may cause hearing 
damage!

Protect the amp from physical knocks or bumps 
especially when the tubes are hot. Let the amp cool 
down after use before you move it.

.EVER�OPERATE�THE�AMPLIlER�WITHOUT�A�� �
CONNECTED�SPEAKER�

Use high quality cables only, instrument cable be-
tween guitar and amplifier and speaker cable be-
tween amp and a speaker.

$ON�T�TAKE�ANY�RISKS, if there are any 
doubts, consult your dealer and/or a 
qualified technician.

4HANK�YOU�FOR�BUYING�THE�-AD�0ROFESSOR���
/LD�3CHOOL���24�GUITAR�AMPLIlER� 

As the name implies this amplifier is designed for clas-
sic guitar tones from the 50’s to modern times. You 
are able to get legendary tones from both sides of The 
Atlantic that suit country, pop, rock, reggae, soul, hard 
rock, alternative and every other style-name the clever 
marketing people at record companies come out with. 
No need for channel switching as these classic tones 
from clean to distorted are easy to get by adjusting 
your guitar’s volume and tone knobs. 
Coming from a pedal manufacturing company THIS�
amp takes pedals VERY well.
The amp has built-in Reverb and Tremolo for the final 
old school touch.

With good care this amplifier will give you decades of 
trouble free operation.

USE:
s� #ONNECT�THE�AMPLIlER�POWER�CORD�TO�CORRECT�VALUE��
� GROUNDED�POWER�OUTLET��#HECK�THAT�THE�6OLTAGE��
 Switch value matches the available voltage. 
s� -AKE�SURE�THE�SPEAKER�IS�CONNECTED�TO�THE�AMPLI�
 fier. Never operate the amplifier without a speaker  
 or a load connected to the amplifier.
s� 0LUG�YOUR�GUITAR��USING�A�HIGHQUALITY�CABLE	�INTO��
 the input 
s� 3WITCH�THE�0OWER�TO�MID�POSITION��3TANDBY	�AND��
 wait about 30 seconds to let the tubes warm up
s� 4HEN�SWITCH�THE�AMP�ON��SWITCH�DOWN�POSITION	�
s� .OW�THE�AMPLIlER�IS�READY�TO�USE�
s� 9OU�NEED�TO�TURN�UP�BOTH�6OLUME�AND�-ASTER��
 volume to get a sound from the amplifier

BASIC SETTINGS:
"RIGHT�!MERICAN�CLEAN� Turn the master volume to 
3 o’clock, bass and treble to 12 o’clock, Middle to 
10 o’clock. Turn Cut to fully CCW and turn up the 
volume until the tone start to distort. Fine-tune to 
your taste with the tone knobs. 

7ARM�"RITISH�CLEAN� Turn the master volume to 3 
o’clock, bass and middle to 12 o’clock, and treble to 
10 o’clock. Cut to full CW and turn up the volume 
until the tone starts to distort. Fine-tune to your taste 
with the tone knobs. 

$ISTORTED�TONE� Turn the master volume to 12 
o’clock, the Gain to 3 o’clock, bass, middle, treble 
and Cut to 12 o’clock. Switch the Gain Boost to up 
position for more gain.

3ET�THE�OUTPUT�VOLUME�WITH�-ASTER�6OLUME��� �
Fine-tune to your taste with the tone knobs.
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FRONT PANEL

BACK PANEL

FRONT PANEL:
��� )NPUT���b�v�UNBALANCED�INPUT��0LUG�YOUR�GUITAR�� �
cable in here. 
��� 'AIN� Sets the gain of the preamp, higher settings   
will produce distortion 
���� 'AIN�"OOST� Boost the pre-amp gain. Add some   
compression to clean tone too.
��� 4REBLE� Adjust the treble response of the amp, this   
adjusts just the treble, it does not affect the bass   
response as with many vintage amplifiers 
���� -IDDLE� Tuned control for middle frequency
6.  Bass: Adjusts the amount of low end
7.  Cut: Cuts the high end when turned clockwise.  
It is normal for the pot to make some noise when turning.
���� 2EVERB� Adjust the amount of the built-in classic 
Reverb. If the foot switch is not plugged in, the reverb is 
active.
9.  Tremolo Speed: Adjust the speed of the built-in 
classic Tremolo effect. If the foot switch is not plugged 
in, the Tremolo is active.
10.  Tremolo Depth: Adjust the depth of the built-in 
classic Tremolo effect. If the foot switch is not plugged 
in, the Tremolo is active. By turning down this knob, 
you’ll turn off the tremolo.
11.  Master Volume: Adjust the volume of the amplifier.  
Adjusting this you can get overdriven sounds at any  
volume level. With heavily distorted tone it helps with the 
HUM�IF�YOU�TURN�DOWN�THE�-ASTER�6OLUME�A�BIT��LOWERING�
THE�-ASTER�6OLUME�WILL�ALSO�TIGHTEN�THE�DISTORTED�TONE�
�����0OWER�3TANDBY�SWITCH� This switch works as   
an AC power on/off switch and as a Standby switch. 
Up position power is off, mid position is Standby and it 
mutes the power amp, down the amp is on. 
 Use the Standby position to warm the tubes   
before you turn the amps on. 30 seconds after   
switching the power on is enough, after that you   
can turn the amp on. You can also mute the amp   
for short breaks or when switching guitars.

BACK PANEL:
�����-AINS�VOLTAGE�SELECTOR�SWITCH� Switch the  
voltage to match the AC power you are using. To 
change the voltage first turn the amp off and disconnect 
the power cable. Then slide the switch to the correct 
position and change the mains fuse to correct value.
�����-AINS�INPUT� Connect the amplifier to an earthed 
main outlet with an insulated plug AC cable. Before you 
power the amp up, ensure the voltage switch value cor-
responds to the available voltage.
�����-AINS�FUSE��3LOW�BLOW�4�!���������6��� �
4�!���������6
�����AND�����(4��FUSE� Protects the power supply  
in case of tube failure. If it blows, check for a bad 
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